
 
 
 

 

 
         
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:  

                                                                              
John Ashworth    ZS5GB      082 490-2500  -Chairman 
Keith Lowes          ZS5WFD  082 685-6666  -Assistant Chairman   
Odette McManus  ZS5OM     073 450-2196  -Secretary & Treasurer 
Brad Glen   ZS5BG      082 994-3331  -Repeaters/Technical 
Craig Hardman     ZS5CD     082 459-6940   -PRO 
Craig Williams      ZS5F        082 557-7721   -Digital /Technical 
Glen Duffy  ZS5GD     082 962-6681   -Co-opted member - Hamnet/QSL Manager 
Max Rossi             ZS5MAX  072 158-5015   -Co-opted member HF/VHF events/contest coordinator 
 
 Combined Committee Coordinator Portfolio  

 
Awards, Youth & Contesting                Whole Committee 
 
Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 
 
Website & Email Infrastructure                          Brad Phillips  ZS5Z            
Hotline, Bulletin Scheduling & Database       Tony Mayall  ZS5GR    031 7083078/073 3564-758 
Clubhouse & meetings                 Derek McManus ZS5DM, assisted by Sean ZS5X 
 
     HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof    145.625 Mhz   (Rptr Tx) & 145.025MHz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  Alverstone 145.600 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 145.000Mhz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS access tone-under test 
 
HAMNET VHF    High Site? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
NATURN UHF   Kloof  Ch 1       434.650 Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 433.050Mhz (Rptr Rx)-Off at present 
                           Ridge Road            Ch 3               439.025 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 431.425MHz (Rptr Rx)     
                           Kensington             Ch 6                    439.275 Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.675Mhz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS 
 
APRS:   144.800 MHz, ZS0DBN is our Durban based Digipeater-Maintained by Shaun ZR5S  
 
DSTAR:  439.375 Mhz (Rptr Tx) -7.6 Mhz split    on test at present 
                
 
 

Highway Hotline October 2012  



 
BITS AND BOBS 

 
1. HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Clubs Standard Bank cheque account  # 250335824 

code # 04562641, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620 or 
scanned / info emailed to admin@harc.org.za or faxed to 0866 225 680. Direct payments to the Treasurer, cheques may 
be sent to P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 

 
October 2012 
 
 
7

th
               Brian     ZS5BR       082 823-6780  21

st
         Tony      ZS5ACB     031-7082626    

   
                                         
14

th
             Gary       ZS5NK      031-7010109              28

th
         Derek      ZS5DM   031-7673719(H)    

     
                          
The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be available to 
read! 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 

October  2012 
 
02-Oct Johannes (Snakes) Snyman ZU5S     
02-Oct     Robert Suberg    ZR5RHS   
12-Oct     Laura Mayall-Smith     Daughter of Carol & Tony ZS5GR 
14-Oct     Rob Cohen    ZS5LA         
15-Oct     Shaun Cullen    ZS5C  
25-Oct     Frik Schutte    ZS5KW  
30-Oct     Mary Ann Meyer    ZU5MAM– Spouse of Glen ZS5GM 
   
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

FOR YOUR DIARY 
 
October  2012 
 
4  SARL 80 m QSO Party; World Habitat Day  
8  Schools open 
13 AWA QSO Party 
14 AWA QSO Party 
16 HARC Club Meeting 
18 Radio amateur examination 
20 CQ Hou Koers JOTA; Spring QRP Contest; National Marine Day  
21 JOTA 
27 HARC Swap Shop; CQ WW DX SSB Contest 
28 CQ WW DX SSB Contest 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
 

Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 

 
DSTAR News:  (-Ed) 
 
Latest News: Stations in Durban & district with DSTAR equipment: 
 

 ZS5BG  Brad, ZR5SDB  Sheldon, ZS5LPT   Dave, ZS5DD  Deon, ZS5HN  Dave, ZS5AK  Ash, ZS5DU Charly Du, ZS5F 
Craig, ZS5DGR Duncan, ZS5AGM Geoff & ZS5GR  Tony 

          And maybe more soon..... 
 
There is now a DSTAR repeater running on UHF, 439.375Mhz,with a -7.6Mhz split! The repeater’s addresses are Rpt1(for UHF): 
ZS0HAM  B and Rpt2(Gateway): ZS0HAM  G, it is running stand-alone on test at Kloof. Remember to set the ‘YOUR’ to 
‘CQCQCQ’ initially. 
  
Please note that the calling/ragchew Durban DSTAR simplex frequency is now: 145.375Mhz (Because if the new VHF 
Bandplan) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

mailto:admin@harc.org.za


Article from Craig ZS5CD : Return of the Vacuum Tube by Jon Cartwright 

 
Peer inside an antique radio and you'll find what look like small light bulbs. They're actually vacuum tubes—the predecessors of the 
silicon transistor. Vacuum tubes went the way of the dinosaurs in the 1960s, but researchers have now brought them back to life, 
creating a nano-sized version that's faster and hardier than the transistor. It's even able to survive the harsh radiation of outer 
space. 

 
Developed early last century, vacuum tubes offered the first easy way to amplify electric 
signals. Like light bulbs, they are glass bulbs containing a heated filament. But above the 
filament are two additional electrodes: a metal grid and, at the top of the bulb, a positively 
charged plate. The heated filament emits a steady flow of electrons, which are attracted to 
the plate's positive charge. The rate of electron flow can be controlled by the charge on the 
intervening grid, which means a small electric signal applied to the grid—say, the tiny 
output of a gramophone—is reproduced in the much stronger electron flow from filament to 
plate. As a result, the signal is amplified and can be sent to a loudspeaker. 
 

Vacuum tubes suffered a slow death during the 1950s and '60s thanks to the invention of the transistor—specifically, the ability to 
mass-produce transistors by chemically engraving, or etching, pieces of silicon. Transistors were smaller, cheaper, and longer 
lasting. They could also be packed into microchips to switch on and off according to different, complex inputs, paving the way for 
smaller, more powerful computers. 
 
But transistors weren't better in all respects. Electrons move more slowly in a solid than in a vacuum, which means transistors are 
generally slower than vacuum tubes; as a result, computing isn't as quick as it could be. What's more, semiconductors are 
susceptible to strong radiation, which can disrupt the atomic structure of the silicon such that the charges no longer move properly. 
That's a big problem for the military and NASA, which need their technology to work in radiation-harsh environments such as outer 
space. 
 
"The computer you and I buy is what NASA buys, but they won't want it exactly the same way," says Meyya Meyyappan, an 
engineer at NASA Ames Research Center at Moffett Field in California. "It takes them a few years to radiation-proof it. Otherwise 
the computer you put in the space shuttle or the space station basically will get zapped and stop working." 
 
The new device is a cross between today's transistors and the vacuum tubes of yesteryear. It's small and easily manufactured, but 
also fast and radiation-proof. Meyyappan, who co-developed the "nano vacuum tube," says it is created by etching a tiny cavity in 
phosphorous-doped silicon. The cavity is bordered by three electrodes: a source, a gate, and a drain. The source and drain are 
separated by just 150 nanometers, while the gate sits on top. Electrons are emitted from the source thanks to a voltage applied 
across it and the drain, while the gate controls the electron flow across the cavity. In their paper published online today in Applied 
Physics Letters, Meyyappan and colleagues estimate that their nano vacuum tube operates at frequencies up to 0.46 terahertz—
some 10 times faster than the best silicon transistors. 
 
The team's device isn't the first attempt at miniaturizing the vacuum tube. Contrary to previous work, however, the researchers do 
not need to create a "proper" vacuum: The separation of the source and drain is so small that the electrons stand very little chance 
of colliding with atoms in the air. This is a huge benefit, says Meyyappan, because it opens the door to mass production. 
 
Electronics engineer Kristel Fobelets at Imperial College London agrees. "Vacuum technology within a semiconductor fabrication 
line would make fabrication costs very high," she says. Still, she cautions, the nano vacuum tube is more of a "proof of concept" 
than a working device, since its operational requirements do not yet match modern transistors. As one example, about 10 volts is 
needed to switch the device on, whereas modern transistors operate at about 1 volt; in this respect, the nano vacuum tube isn't 
compatible with modern circuits. 
 
Even so, the potential is great, says Meyyappan. The new vacuum tube's inherent immunity to radiation could save the military and 
NASA a lot of time and money, while its faster operation makes it a rare candidate for so-called terahertz technology. Sitting 
between the microwave and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, the terahertz region can pick out the "fingerprints" of 
certain molecules. The technology could therefore be used at airports to safely scan for illicit drugs, for instance. 
 
So are vacuum tubes poised to make a comeback? Meyyappan thinks so. "We are combining the best of the vacuum," he says, 
"and the best of what we have learned in the past 50 years about integrated-circuit manufacture." 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Article from Craig ZS5CD:    Twisted Pair’s Twisted Sister is 85,000 Times Faster 
 
Publication date: 2 July 2012 
 
A multi-national team with researchers hailing from the U.S., China, Pakistan and Israel has developed a system of transmitting 
data using twisted beams of light at ultra-high speeds up to 2.56 terabits per second. To put that in perspective, this is more than 
85,000 times faster than broadband cable that supports “only” up to about 30 megabits per second. 

 The researchers used beam-twisting "phase holograms" to manipulate eight beams of 
light so that each one twisted in a DNA-like helical shape as it propagated in free space. 
Each of the beams had its own individual twist and can be encoded with "1" and "0" data 
bits, making each an independent data stream. 
  
The demonstration system transmitted data over open space in a lab, attempting to 
simulate the sort of communications that might occur between satellites in space. Among 
the next steps for the research field will be to advance how it could be adapted for use in 

fiber optics. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Article from the Ed ZS5GR: High Power Crystal Set-Voltage-doubler circuit drives miniature speaker: by Walter B. Ford 
 
Reading OM Ian ZL2IAM’s last ‘Long Cloud’ letter, he discussed various Crystal Receivers, this article rang a bell with me, in my 
youth, my Dad helped me build a twin diode set, worked a charm, here it is, with courtesy of Google : 
 
Here's a pint-sized crystal radio with enough oomph to drive a 2 1/2" speaker. This units selectivity is far better than you would 
expect to find in a crystal receiver and volume is equal to that obtained with a transistor. No external power source is required. 
The unusual selectivity of this radio is due to its special double-tuned circuit. A pair of diodes connected as a voltage-doubler 
provides the extra kick to operate the small speaker. An output jack is provided for headphone listening and for connecting the set 
to an amplifier. 

 
Construction. The model was built on a 2 1/2" x 4 1/2" wooden 
chassis with a 3 1/2" x 4 1/2" metal front panel. However, size is 
not critical, and other materials may be substituted if desired. 
 
Two standard ferrite loopsticks, L2 and L3, are used. Both must 
be modified by the addition of a second winding, L1 and L4, 
respectivly. Each of the added windings consists of 22 turns of 
No. 24 cotton-covered wire wound on a small cardboard tube 
as shown on the pictorial. (Actually, any wire from No. 22 to No. 
28 with cotton or enamel insulation will do the job.) The 
diameter of the cardboard tube should be slightly larger than L2 
and L3 so that L1 and L4 will slide over L2 and L3 easily. 
 
Resistor R1 is used only for feeding the set into an amplifier; it 
should be omitted for both earphone and loudspeaker 
operation. Trimmer capacitor C2 should be soldered across the 
stator terminals of two-gang variable capacitor C1a/C1b, as 
shown. The speaker and output transformer can be mounted 

wherever convenient. 
 
After all the parts have been mounted on the chassis, wire them together following the the schematic and pictorial diagrams. Be 
sure that the diodes D1 and D2 and capacitors C3 and C4 are correctly polarized. 
 
Alignment and Operation. To align the receiver, first connect it to an antenna and ground. (The optimum length of the antenna 
varies with location, but 50 feet will usually be suitable in areas serviced by several broadcast stations.) Next, plug in a high-
impedence earphone at jack J1. Tune in a station near the high-frequency end of the broadcast band--say 1500kc.--and adjust the 
trimmer capacitors on variable capacitor C1a/C1b for the loudest signal. 
 
Trimmer capacitor C2 should then be adjusted for the best selectivity and volume over the entire broadcast band. Finally, coils L1 
and L4 can be optimumly positioned by sliding them back and forth over coils L2 and L3. If a nearby station interferes with the 
reception of a weaker one, tune the slug on L2 for minimum interference. 
 
For loudspeaker operation, simply unplug the earphone from J1-- strong local stations should come in with fair volume. To operate 
the set as an AM tuner, wire R1 in place and connect J1 to crystal-phono input of a preamplifier or integrated amplifier. The set 
should give excellent results with a quality hi-fi system 
 
How It Works 
 
The receiver employs a double-tuned circuit feeding a crystal-diode voltage-doubler/detector which drives a small speaker. In 
operation, r.f. signals picked up by the antenna system are induced into coil L2 from the coil L1. The desired signsl is selected by 
tuned circuit C1a-L2 and coupled through capacitor C2 to a second tuned circuit C1b-L3, which improves the selectivity by 
narrowing the r.f. bandpass. The twice-tuned r.f. signal is then induced into coil L4 from coil L3. 
 
The positive half of the r.f. signal appearing across L4 passes through the diode D2 to charge the capacitor C4; the negitive half of 
the signal passes through the diode D1 to charge capacitor C3. Polarities of the charges on C3 and C4 are such that the effective 
voltage is doubled. This voltage appears across the primary of output transformer T1, which changes the high impedence at the 
output of diodes D1 and D2 to the low impedence required by the speaker. 
 
When the high-impedence earphones are plugged into closed circuit jack J1, the speaker is disconnected and the output from the 
diodes feeds directly into the earphones. Optional load resistor R1 is placed across the output of the diodes when the receiver is 
used with an amplifier.  
 
Variations on a theme: If you're so inclined to, I would install R1 inside the shell of the phone plug going to the amp, negating the 
need for its occasional removal from the radio circuit. 
Air variables seem to be scarcer than hen's teeth, and ganged ones, more so. With that in mind, somewhere I have a similar 
schematic that does the same thing but independently tunes L2/L3. The advantage is the ability to sharply null out an intefering 
signal. 
 
Keep in mind the best laid plans..vs. Reality. Well, you know how that works. This version won't be appearing soon.... :) 
 
Popular Electronics -- April 1960 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Pinetown Girl Guides Hall, Lytton Crescent-(off Bamboo Lane), (S 29° 49’ 18” E 30° 51’ 
58”), on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30. Refreshments are available at a nominal price, Swap Shop held 
quarterly on last Saturday of month Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz)-at different venues. 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the third Tuesday of every month at the Girl Guides Hall in Pinetown starting at 18h00. 
 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A  recording of 
the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h00 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. in winter and 3.650Mhz. in summer and 
continues until 07h40. Colin ZS5CF hosts the net from 06h00 & Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK)-takes over later on. 
 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.625Mhz in the evenings. They are:-  
 
Mondays 19.30 AR Newsline and thereafter a simplex net hosted by Derek ZS5DM, also the DSTAR Net on 145.375Mhz 
Tuesdays 19.30 Digital Modes Net  with Colin ZS5CF and Craig ZS5F 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical  net, presented by Alvin ZS5AES, hosted by Tubby ZS5TUB 
Fridays 20.00 Vacant 
Saturdays 19.30 Vacant 
Sundays 18.30 HARC Sunday Bulletin re-transmission 
 
The SARL Presidents Net can be heard on the evening on Sundays on the 145.650MHz repeater whenever the Intecnet is 
scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies posted to 
them.  It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR) Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address 
is hotline@harc.org.za, physical address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
HARC Fax Number: 0866 225 680 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB.  harc@harc.org.za 
 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday quarterly starting at 11h00 for 11h30  at different venues.   .-See calendar of events 
 
APRS 
Mobile AND base stations should use WIDE5-5 (or less) for their UNPROTO paths. Mobile beacon rates should be at about 1min 
intervals, while home stations should be set at 60min. "Voice Alert" ctcss tone should be set to 136.5Hz only on mobiles. 
 
PACKET RADIO-News from ZR5S 

For those wanting to work packet radio, a PBBS (small mailbox) is available on ZS0PMB-1 on the aprs freq of 144.800Mhz. For 
those not able to access ZS0PMB direct, you can connect to it by typing C ZS0PMB-1 v ZS0DBN. 
APRS traffic is minimal at this stage so combining packet radio here should not cause interference. 
 

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 
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